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BULK BAG UNLOADER
HOIST TYPE

BULK BAG UNLOADER
The bulk bag unloader system can handle the
unloading operation of any bulk bag of powder
and granular materials. It is widely used in
petrochemical industry, raw material medicine,
plastics, carbon black, mining, food additives,
cement and other industries. The structure is
simple and the operation is convenient, costeffective, and no dust leakage.

SOLUTIONS YOU MAY NEED:
1. The big bag feeding system combination & applications ,the lifting related safety problem.
2. Prevent the surrounding environment from flying dust.
3. According to the characteristics of various poor and good flowability, granules and powders,
how it can be discharged freely and smoothly.
4. How to best configure the discharging port to connect with downstream processes.
5. How to choose the most economical equipment suitable for the production process.
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HOIST TYPE
BULK BAG UNLOADER
The system mainly consist of hoist device,massage unit, discharging connection system, pneumatic system
and electrical system. The material can be carbon steel or stainless steel.
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WORKFLOW
The big bag is lifted by the electric hoist, the bag rope of the
packaging bag is hung on the steel bracket, and the hoist is manually
controlled to move up and down and move along the walking rail to
the discharge area and the big bag is in the discharge position.
Press the switch button, the clamping cylinder rises, the operator
pulls the discharge port of the package to the inner ring of the bag
clamp, press the clamping button, the clamping cylinder descends,
and the inner ring of the bag clamp is pressed by the sealing ring to
seal the bag mouth Clamp.
At this time, the operator opens the discharge port of the ton bag
to tie the rope, and the material begins to discharge through the
inner ring of the bag clamp. There is no dust leakage during the
discharging process, and the material starts to discharge along the
pipeline under the action of gravity.
In the process of unloading, in order to make the material flow
smoothly in the packaging bag and pipeline, the bag shooting
device is added to loosen the material. The material falls into the
equipment designated by the customer af ter beating. Af ter
unloading the bag manually, the bag clamper opens the bag clamp
button, presses the bag to raise, manually operates the electric hoist
to lift, and takes out the empty bag.
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DETAIL

Lifting device: Quick and safe loading of big
bags by hoist or forklift.The hook can be
designed according to your big bag belt
dimensions,Easy for operation

Massage units: the big bag discharging stations
are available with compact,pneumatically
operated bottom and/or side massaging
units,especially suited to deal with poor flowing
materilas or to break up bridges.
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Connection system: with a double
ring lever mechanism allows dustfree connection and emptying of
big bags,Interchangeable inner
tubes ensure high flexibility for
diffirent big bag.Cylinder
automatically control the gate open
and close,easy to connected with
suction hopper,lumper breaker or
weighing hopper...

BULK BAG & 25KG
BAG UNLOADER
This solution can realize unloading operation for discharging bulk bags and 25kg bags, which can be
more economical for the correspoinding customers in both needs.
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ADVANTAGES

In the six major fields of pharmacy, food, chemical industry, rubber and plastics, coatings, and
energy, there are both common features and their own characteristics. Relying on the accumulation
of material experience, we have mastered the characteristics of various fields, including hygiene and
safety standards, external and internal quality requirements of products, sturdy structure and strict
control of processes, and technical requirements for cleaning and drying.

Features:
1. Reasonable structure and easy to operate;
2. Bag clamping device is easy to operate, and no dust leakage during the discharging process; the
bottom flapping device can better ensure the smooth discharging.
3. Prevent materials from staying in the bag; materials with poor fluidity can also be discharged.
4. Discharging material completely and cleanly, and no residue is left in the big bag.
5. There is no external pollution and dust leakage during discharge and connection, which plays a
dustproof role;
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SOLUTION CASES
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Ensure a smooth production process
JCN provides customers with professional project
management and comprehensive technical support.

Equipment installation and system guidance

We have experienced and superb system solutions
to ensure the timely and correct assembly of
equipment. We can provide full management
throughout the entire installation process.
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Debugging
Professional engineers will guide the first operation of
the equipment. After comprehensive inspection and
testing of the machinery and electrical equipment, the
system will be tested for empty machine operation
and control. To ensure that the system runs more
smoothly after it is officially put into production.

